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Software-sorted geographies Stephen D. N. Graham

Explores the role of algorithms for classification in urban context

“Age of access”: (Easier) access is granted to profitable/high-value/”good” 
individuals, access is restricted/denied for unprofitable/marginalised/”evil” 
individuals

Classification has as by-product a process of identity and difference (re)formation

How this classification is done and how this hierarchy from “good” to “evil” is 
designed has profound impact on individuals



Picturing Algorithm Surveillance Lucas D. Introna, and David Wood

“technology, by its very design, includes certain interests and excludes others.”

IT is “silent technology as opposed to a salient technology”

Explored implications of Facial Recognition Systems (FRS) 2000-2005

Even under lab conditions, the performance was sub-optimal

Asians, African-Americans, males, older people and people with darker skin more 
often identified

FRS’s biases might be incorporated into the operator's prejudices



What Can An Algorithm Do? Josh Scannell

Predictive Analytic Policing in the US

“Big Data” systems by Microsoft and IBM try to predict crime or crime hot spots

Traffic, energy and utilities, retail, healthcare, airports, social services, 
communications, education, rail, public safety, economic development are all 
considered equivalent use cases

Police officers follow the “objective” instructions from the systems and act as data 
collectors

Situational awareness of officers, connection to local communities undermined



Algorithmic Harms beyond Facebook and Google
Zeynep Tufekci

Facebook posts influence the mood of an individual

By changing what the Facebook feed shows, an individual’s mood can be 
influenced

Algorithm takes the role of an Editor - without the transparency and accountability

From Facebook-likes “latent” traits can be inferred with a high degree of accuracy

Examples of the power of algorithm given: Ferguson protests 2014 and influence 
on voting behavior during the 2010 US election



Can An Algorithm Be Wrong? Tarleton Gillespie

Twitter didn’t show #occupywallstreet as trending topic which spurred conspiracy 
theories about active, manual censorship

These kind of algorithms are highly political battlefields for visibility

The “simple” idea of a trending topic turns out to be a set of choices made by 
Twitter

Keeping the details of the algorithm vague supposedly helps against people trying 
to cheat the algorithm
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